Laser Vision Correction - 193nm ArF.
Superior excimer gases for safe, consistent laser performance.

Introduction
At Messer, we believe that excimer lasers and related
laser technologies help change the world. After working
for decades in close collaboration with the leading laser
manufacturers as well as the pioneers of excimer laser
applications, we have become the premier supplier of
pure excimer laser gases, excimer laser gas mixtures and
laser equipment.
Leading companies across the USA rely on our trusted
expertise, cutting-edge technology, world-class services
and solutions. Today we’re part of the world’s largest

global and privately-held industrial gases company, with
unrivaled technical development capabilities and agility.
The value proposition
It’s simple. Working with Messer, a vision correction
practice consistently receives precise excimer gas
mixtures analyzed and guaranteed to manufacturer
specifications. The cylinders arrive at the required time,
on deadlines as tight as “same day.” We keep cylinder
costs down and offer a unique and simplified empty
cylinder return program. The result: total convenience,
the utmost safety and improved satisfaction.

Superior reproducibility
With our decades-long involvement and experience with
excimer laser gases, we’ve developed the expertise to
provide superior reproducibility for consistent laser power
generation.
Delivery
Working with FedEx, we’re equipped to deliver laser gas
on time regardless of the deadline. We respond quickly to
customer delivery times to meet both the immediate and
longer term needs of the laser vision correction practice.
Lowered cylinder costs
Practices can minimize cylinder shipping, storage and
rental costs through prepaid freight. While rented
cylinders are normally picked up and replaced every two
weeks we enable cylinder return as soon as they are
empty, freeing up office space while minimizing rental
costs and storage time.

FedEx Package Returns Program (PRP)
FedEx Ground PRP makes return shipping easy. Practices
simply send back empty cylinders with the original
Messer-supplied packaging supplies. As part of the PRP,
there are no additional charges beyond the standard
ground shipping return program. Messer supplies
complete preparation and shipping instructions, including
the toll-free number to call for arranging pickups.
Practices receive a receipt as proof of pickup.
Safety
Health, safety and environmental protection are
foundational principles of our business. They are core to
everything we do, and our decision making, actions, and
behaviors will adhere to these values 100% of the time.
Messer complies with all applicable requirements
determined by regulatory authorities, our customers and
our own strict quality standards. The well-being of our
customers, communities, people and planet is our
number one priority. Messer will always act to prevent
harm to people, society and the environment.
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Key features
Precision: Our gas mixtures are precisely analyzed and
guaranteed to each laser manufacturer’s specifications.
We work with all major excimer laser vision system
providers.

